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TEN BOOKS
To Learn About Opposites
“Three Little Kittens”
By Steven Anderson
J-ER AND
These little kittens are having a tough day! Wet, dry,
dirty, clean—oh my! Learn about opposites and
everything these silly kitten go through when they
accidentally lose their mittens.

“Opposites Everywhere”
By Dawn Babb Prochovnic
J-ER PRO
This rhythmic tale invites readers to chant along
and learn American Sign Language signs for
opposites including big and small, sweet and sour,
rough and smooth.

“Sun Above and Blooms Below”
By Felicia Sanzari Chernesky
J-ER CHE
It’s still a little cold and wet outside, but it’s warm
and dry inside the barn where the eggs are waiting.
You’ll find things that are big and little, short and tall.

“One Windy Day”
By Tammi Salzano
J-ER BOARD SAL
Learn opposites with Fox! Fox, the mail carrier, loves
windy days. But on one particular windy day the mail
to be delivered starts to blow away.

“A Garden of Opposites”
By Nancy Davis
J-ER DAV
Enter this beautiful garden and see what opposites
you’ll find! A short caterpillar and a long garden
snake, a closed bud and an open blossom.

“Black? White! Day? Night!”
By Laura Vaccaro Seeger
J-ER SEE
Through a series of ingenious die-cut pages, the
reader discovers things that are the opposite of what
they seem. A bat, a ghost; a sunny day, a starry night.

“Andy and Sandy’s
Anything Adventure”
By Tomie DePaola
J-ER DEP ABC
Andy is small. Sandy is tall. Andy is quiet. Sandy is
LOUD. Andy and Sandy may be opposites, but they’re
best friends. Playing dress up, anything can happen.

“Opposites” series
By Sharon Gordon
Non-fiction and BiLingual
This series includes varies books outlining opposites.
Up and down, fast and slow, big and small, dirty and
clean. A single line of text at the bottom of the page
makes this a good start for early learners.

“Dot”
By Patricia Intriago
J-ER INT
Dots here, dots there, you can see dots everywhere!
Some are loud, some are quiet. Some are happy,
some are sad. Some dots even taste yummy, while
others taste bad.

“Opposites” series
By Luana Mitten
Non-fiction and BiLingual
Another great series featuring opposites. Several
books included in the series are open and closed,
front and back, big and little. Check out Luana
Mitten’s other great concept books, too!
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